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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let G = AB be a finite group, such that A and B are both 
subgroups of G with nontrivial centers. Then G is not a nonabelian simple 
group. 
This theorem confirms Szep’s known conjecture [25, 261. 
As an immediate corollary we get: 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a finite nonabelian simple group, C and D any pair 
of nontrivial conjugacy classes in G. Then ( 1 Cl, 1 D I) # 1. 
Theorem 2 corroborates an old conjecture of Chunikhin [29, 
Problem 5.631. This problem was also presented to Wielandt by Schur in 
1935 (privately communicated by H. Wielandt to the second author). 
Our proof is based on the recent classification theorem of the finite sim- 
ple groups. 
Over a long period, many authors have solved this problem under 
additional assumptions on A and B. For instance we mentioned Cl, 6, 8, 
12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 271; also Szep dealt with this conjecture in some par- 
ticular cases [24, 25, 261 (this is only a partial list). 
Even in a brief illustration of related results, the following classical 
theorems cannot be omitted. 
1.1. A finite group G = AB is not a nonabelian simple group if at 
least one of the following assertions holds: 
(i) Burnside’s Theorem [6]: Z(A)# 1 and [G:A] =p” for some 
prime p. (Clearly B may be chosen as a p-group).) 
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(ii) Burnside’s Theorem [6]: A is a p-group and B is a q-group where 
p and q are primes. 
(iii) Kegel-Wielandt’s Theorem [16] and [27]: A and B are both 
nilpotent subgroups. 
Furthermore in the cases (ii) and (iii) G is solvable. 
The following are examples of more recent partial solutions to Szep’s 
conjecture. 
1.2. Let G = AB be a finite group such that A and B are both sub- 
groups of B with nontrivial centers. 
(a) G is not a nonabelian simple group tf at least one of the following 
assertions holds: 
0) ‘4Wb4)I~ IZWI) PI. 
(ii) IZ(A)l f 2” # lZ(B)l and ([G:A], [G:B]) = 1 [15, 
Theorem 2.l.a]. 
(iii) [G:A]. [G:B] = l(2) [15, Theorem 2.l.b]. 
Originally we proved Szep’s conjecture in two separate papers. The first 
paper was a joint paper containing Theorem 2 and Sections 3 and 4 of this 
paper. Theorem 1 was solved, by the first author about one year later, in a 
second paper containing Section 5 of this paper. The referee recommended 
that we combine these two papers into one joint paper. We accepted his 
advice for the benefit of readers and journals. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Our notation is standard and is taken mainly from [9]. All the groups in 
this paper are finite unless otherwise specified. 
Let G be a group and X, Y subsets of G. The subset { xylx E X, y E Y} is 
denoted by XY. The set of nonidentity elements of G is denoted by G# and 
{a”=g-‘ag/gEG} for aeG by cl(a). 
Group isomorphism will be denoted by Z. Given a group G, we write 
X C G, X 2 G and X ZI G if X is isomorphic to a subgroup, to a proper 
subgroup or to a normal subgroup of G respectively. The set of primes 
dividing the order of G is denoted by n(G). If p E X(G) we denoted by G, a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G, by O,(G) the largest normal p-subgroup of G and 
by OP’(G) the normal subgroup of G generated by all the p-elements of G. 
Let m be a natural number and r a prime. We denote by (ml, the highest 
power of r that divides m, in particular IG,( = (GI,. If 1 and m are natural 
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numbers we denote by r,(m) a prime such that jm’ - 11 ri(mj # 1, but 
/mJ - llr,(m) = 1 for every stl. 
Z(G) denotes the center of G and if Z(G) E A4 E G then M/Z(G) will be 
denoted by R. If Y is a subset of the group G then C,(Y) denotes the cen- 
tralizer of Y in G and ( Y”) the normal closure of Y in G. G is called 
quasisimple if G = G’ and G is simple. G is called semisimple if either G is a 
central product of quasisimple subgroups of G (called components) or 
G= 1. 
We will use freely the results mentioned in this section. 
2.1. Let B= AB be a group, where A and B are subgroups of G and 
r E n(G). Then the following assertions hold: 
(a) There exist always A,., B,, and G, such that G,= A,B,. In par- 
ticular IG,l = iA,/ IB,I/IA,.n B,J. 
(b) O”(A n B) 5 O”(A) n O”(B) 9 A n B. In particular A, n B, = 
(A n B), = (O"(A)n O"(B)),. 
(c) Zf there exists D s A n B such that 1 c D _a A and B is a proper 
subgroup of G then G is not a simple group. 
Proof (a) See [lf?, 13.2.5 and 13.1.21. 
(b) By (a) (AnB),=G,n(AnB)=A,nB,=(O"(A)),n(O"(B)), 
and by [ 18, 2.31 O”(A) n O"(B) 9 A n B. Thus (b) holds. 
(c) DC = DAB = DBz B so DC is a proper normal subgroup of G. 
Hence (c) holds. 
2.2. A group G possesses a unique maximal normal semisimple sub- 
group L(G) (called the layer of G) [lo, 1.241. 
2.3. Let F*(G) = F(G) L(G) be the generalized Fitting subgroup of 
the group G. Then C,(F*(G)) c FC(G). Moreover if F(G) 5 H d G and 
C,(H) s H then F*(G) E H [ 10, 1.271. 
2.4. Let G = C,(a) C,(b) be a group with {a, b) c G - Z(G). Then 
cl(a) cl(b) = cl(ab). 
Proof Let g, h E G. Since G = C,(a) C,(b) there exist XE C,(a), 
y E C,(b) such that gh -’ = xy. Clearly 
agbh = (agh-‘b)h = (a”J’b)h = (a-“b”)h = (ab)-vh. 
Hence 2.4 holds. 
From now on, let G be a group of Lie type over a finite field with q = pa 
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elements. We keep the letter p for the field’s characteristic. It is known that 
any proper subgroup P c G containing the Bore1 subgroup NG(Gp) = G, H 
is a parabolic subgroup. Following [21] G satisfies that Op’(GO) E G c G,, 
where G is a connected simple algebraic group over the algebraic closed 
field of characteristic p, and CJ is an endomorphism of G whose fixed point 
set 6, is a finite group. A maximal torus of G is a group T= 8, n G, where 
T is a a-invariant maximal torus of G. Given an algebraic group X, we 
write P’ for its identity component. 
2.5. (a) Every semisimple element (PI-element) XE G, is contained 
in a maximal torus and every maximal torus consists of semisimple elements. 
[21, II, 1.11 
(b) Z~SEG, then ScF*(N,(S))&G,. [lo, 1.421 
2.6. (a) Let T,=TnOP’(G,) and 424. Then C,(T,)‘=%. [21, 
(2.611 
(b) Let XET,, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) x is regular 
(ii) C,(x)‘= 8. 
(iii) x is contained in a unique maximal torus. 
(v) C,(x) consists of semisimple elements [22, III, 1.71. 
It follows from the proof in [21, (2.6)] that (2.6a) still holds if instead of 
q 2 4 we assume that the order of the polynomial of U n L (where L is a 
component of D,/O,(D,), for U c D a closed connected subgroup of G, as 
in [21, (2.5)]) is greater than the order of the center of the universal cover- 
ing group of II. 
2.1. Let XE T and C = CGc(x). Then C contains normal subgroups 
Y, and Y such that: 
(i) Y= Y,T. 
(ii) Y,=D, . . . Dk X is a commuting product, where for each 
i E { l,..., k} there exists a power q”, of q, such that Di is a quasisimple group 
of Lie type defined over a field of order 4”. Also Z( Y,) s XC T. 
(iii) If each 4” > 4 then D, ,..., D, are the components of L(C) and 
X= C,(L(C)) c T. 
(iv) C/Y is isomorphic to a subgroup of the universal covering group of 
Op’(G,) [21, (2.9)]. 
2.8. Let 6, U be as before and f , be the image of U, in 6,. Assume 
that (If,l, 2 lZ(Gc)l) = 1. Then the following are equivalent: 
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(a) f, is a CC subgroup of G,, i.e. C,“(X) 5 f, for every x E Uz. 
(b) 8, is a CCT subgroup of G c, i.e. P, is a CC-subgroup and 
t,nPf= (1) or T,. 
(c) (Is,j, IGs,(0)I) = 1 for every inoolution 0 E G, [28, Lemma 51. 
A CC subgroup of odd order will be called an odd CC subgroup. 
2.9. If G is a subgroup of GL(n, q) containing an element of order 
(q” - 1) then GL(n/s, q) a G for some s [13]. 
2.10. Let G be a classical group defined over a field of order q = p” 
(q2 for the unitary case) and V the appropriate underlying vector space. Sup- 
pose that p 2 5, q 2 13 and X is any subgroup of G containing T, = T n G’ 
(where T is a maximal torus of G). Then ( T; > = O,(X) X0 T, where X0 < X 
is a commuting product of classical groups over extension fields. More 
precisely, there is a labelling X, ,..., X,, X,, , , X:, , ,..., X,, X: of the com- 
ponents of X0 and a decomposition V = C,(X,) I M, I . ‘. I M, such that: 
(i) TN,(T) normalizes X0 and X,, T leaves invariant each of the sub- 
spaces C,( X0), M, ,..., M,. 
(ii) Eeach of the spaces C,(X,,), M,,..., M, is a sum of certain of the 
subspaces { V, ,..., V,, V,, , , I$+, ,..., V,, V;}, where 
(iii) For i #j, Xi (and Xi if i > r) is trivial on M,. 
(iv) For 1 6 i 6 r there is a factorization dim(M,) = risi and one of the 
following holds: 
(a) G = GL( V) and Xi g SL(r,, 4”). 
(b) G = GU( V) and Xi 2 SU(r,, q”‘)(si odd) or Xi= SL(r,, q2si). 
(c) G = Sp( V) and Xjg Sp(rJ2, q”‘), SL(rJ2, 4”) or SiJ(rj2,q”). 
(d) G= SO’( V) and Xi% SO’(r,, q”), SL(rJ2, q”) or SU(rJ2,q”). 
(v) If r < i < s then G = SO * ( V), dim(M,) = 4si and Xi E SL(2, q”‘). 
(vi) For l<ids, Mi is irreducible under the action of Xi(XiXi) if 
i > r) unless (iv)(c) or (iv)(d) holds with Xi = SL(rJ2,q”‘). In the latter case 
Mi decomposes into two X,-invariant singular subspaces [20]. 
It is clear from the construction of Y,, in 2.6 (as for X0 in 2.10) that if m 
is the Lie rank of 6,, n the dimension of the underlying vector space, and 
for 1~ i< k, mi, nj, the Lie rank and the dimension of the underlying 
vector space of Di, respectively, then m > Cfi= i m,l, and n ax!= i nil,. 
If is also understood that if lfIo, T,, are maximal tori of 6, such that 
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XEU,,nU*, (so G&)~ (~I,, JJ*,) and I4 NILL ILI) then 
by 2.7 w(w~,.w~ -ho) E ~p’(c,.(~))u,,i~p’(c~~~~~~ = 
Uz,,/(Op’(CG,(x)) n U2,,). Information about the maximal tori and their 
characteristic polynomials is obtained from [7] and [22, II, 1. lo]. For the 
universal covering groups we resort to [lo, 4.153. Other related infor- 
mation is taken from [3; 5; 10, 1.5, 2.1, 2.11, and 3.11; 20; 21, 224; 223. 
We also use the following number-theoretic properties. 
2.11. Let p be a prime, n, i, s, t natural numbers, q = p” and 
rl= rM. 
(i) (Zsigmondy) There exists a prime r, unless q = 2, I = 6 or 1= 2 
and q = p is a Mersenne prime. 
(ii) Zf r, is odd then jq’ - 1 I r, # 1 if and only if t = Is for some s in par- 
ticular Iq*‘- llrU= lq’+ llrt,. 
(iii) Zf I is even and ri is odd then lq’ + 1 I ,, # 1 if and only if l/i is odd. 
Proof For (i) see [2, Proposition 2.6(a)]. 
(ii) Let t =ls+ h with O< h<l, then q’= (q’)sqhzqh(r,) and 
qh c 1 (r,) if and only if h = 0. 
(iii) By (ii) 21 =si for some s. Assume that s = 2t. Then qi= q”= 
[;I;:= l(r,). So s is odd and i=2t. Then q’s -l(ri) and q =q”= 
25 -l(r,). 
3. ABOUT THE SYMMETRIC AND ALTERNATING GROUPS 
It is well known that every conjugacy class cl(a) in S, is a conjugacy 
class in A,, except when cl(~)= cm,,..., m,], xi= i mi=n with mi odd and 
distinct. In the latter case cl(a) bifurcates in A, into two conjugacy classes. 
A conjugacy class cl(a) = {an/, E A,} c (a”/x E S,} is called a special class 
in A, and will be denoted by cl(a) E Scl(A,). 
3.1. If either GZ S, or GE A, n 2 5 then cl(aj?) c cl(a) cl@) for 
every a,peG#. 
ProoJ Let D, and D, be nontrivial conjugacy classes of S, or A,, n 3 5. 
We consider two cases. 
Case 1. There exists 1 < i < 2 such that Di 4 Scl(A,). 
It is easy to prove that D, D, = D2D1, so without loss of generality 
assume that D2 4 Scl(A,). Let a ED, and a E ( l,..., n} such that a #a(a) = b. 
Take /I ED, such that b(b) = a, so pa(a) = a. Since n 2 5, we can choose 
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c~{l,...,n} with c$ {u, h,@(u), j3-l~ ‘(a)). Since D,#Scl(A,) then 
/Y = (a, c) P(a, c) E D,. Let d be a fixed point of /?u. It is easy to check that 
d is not a fixed point of (fi’cr)” for every rc E S, such that n(d) E {a, c, a -‘(a), 
c(- ‘(c)j. Moreover if there exists rr E S,, such that (/?‘a)” = /?a then z(d) is a 
fixed point of /3~. Hence by induction n’(d) is a fixed point of j3a for every 
i E N. In particular if P(a) = a, set d = rrcrn ~“(a). Then d is a fixed point of 
/IN = (fi’cr)” and z(d) = a, a contradiction. Therefore cl(@) # cl(j?‘~) and 
D, D, 2 cl(/Ya) u cl(pa). 
Case 2. D,, D, E Scl(A,). 
In this case D; has some cycle of length at least live for iE { 1,2}. Let 
CI E D, such that ~(a,) = ai+, and ai, ai+, E { l,..., n} for 1 6 id 4. By the 
above argument there exists BED, such that either B = 6 or 
~=(u,,u,)~(~,,u,) where &a,+,)=~~ for 1 did4. So J?a(d)=d for 
dE S= {u2, u3}. Let y = (a,, u3, u4). It is easy to check that if (flYa)” = d 
then Paz(d) = n(d), but (/3)‘a)ll(d) # d for some n(d) ES. Consequently 3.1 
holds. 
3.2. If either G % A,, or G 2 S,, n > 5, then G # C,(a) C,(p) for every 
a, PEG”. 
Proof 3.2 follows from 2.4 and 3.1 
4. ABOUT SIMPLE GROUPS WITH ODD CC SUBGROUPS 
4.1. G 2 E,(q) is either a simple exceptional group or sporadic then 
G has an odd CC subgroup. 
Proof: By [28, Theorems l-31 4.1 holds if G is either a sporadic group 
or a simple exceptional group of odd characteristic with G & E,(q). For 
G z *B*(q) 4.1 follows from [23]. 
By 2.8, to prove 4.1 in the remaining cases, it is enough to find a 
maximal torus U in G such that (lf,l, [Co,(O)/ ) = 1 for every involution 0 
in G,. Table I describes the structure of centralizers of involutions and 
gives the order of an appropriate maximal torus for each of the remaining 
families. 
Information about maximal tori was taken from [7]. Further infor- 
mation for *F,(q) and 2E6(q) can be found in [22, pp. 190 and 2131, and 
for 3D4(q) in [28]. For information about the structure of centralizers of 
involutions in the exceptional groups of even characteristic we resort to 
[3]. The proof of 4.1 is complete. 
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TABLE I 
G,(q) 
F,(q) 
E,(q) 
E,(q) 
‘D&) 
*F&l 
‘E&l) 
A l(q) (q3+1)/(q+1)ifq=1(3) 
(q3- l)/(q- 1) ifq= -l(3) 
A I(s) A dq). B,(q), B,(q) (q4+ 1) 
A,(q) A,(q), B,(q), A,(q) (q9-lYk+l)(3~q-l) 
B,(q),F,(q)A,(q),B,(q),A,(q) (q’s+l)/(qs+l)(qz-q+l) 
A,(q), A,(d w+ 1m*+ 1) 
A,(q), 2Bz(q) q2-fl+q-J2q+l 
2AAq) A,(q), B,(q)> *4(q) w+lm3+l)(3>q+l) 
4.2. Let G = C,(a) C,(b) with a, b E G#. Assume that G has an odd 
CC subgroup. Then G is not a nonabelian simple group. 
Proof. Clearly 4.2 holds if G has at least three CC subgroups of 
coprime odd order. So using [28, Theorem 31 there exists 71 c K(G) such 
that C c G is an odd CC subgroup of G if and only if 7r( C) = K. Let G be a 
counterexample, set A = C,(a) and B = C,(b). Since G = AB, without loss 
of generality, we may assume that n( (b)) c R. Consequently, x(B) = ‘it and 
(IA\, IBI)= 1. Since by 3.2, G & A, and by [12] G & A,(q) then by [2, 
Theorem 1.11 B is cyclic, G z A,(q) with 3 < 1 + 1 a prime, and A is a 
maximal parabolic subgroup of G such that A,- 1(q) g L 4 A/O,(A). In 
particular rIE x(A) and UE C,(O,(A)) s O,(A). Thus Ial = p . By 1.2 we 
may assume that CI is an involution, i.e., p = 2. By [3], r,$n(C,(O)) for 
every involution 8 E A,(q) for q = 2”, a contradiction, Hence 4.2 holds. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Assume that the theorem is false and let G = AB be a counterexample. 
By 3.2, 4.1, and 4.2, G is restricted to be only a simple group of one of the 
following types: A,(q), n 2 2; B,(q), n B 2; C,(q), n 2 3; D,(q), n >44; 
*A,(q), n 2 2; 2Rz(q), n b 4; E,(q). 
Since Z(A) f 1 # Z(B), we can choose a E Z(A) #, b E Z(B) # and then 
G = AB s C,(a) C,(b) s G. So from now on, for convenience and without 
loss of generality we take A = C,(a) and B = C,(b) with {a, b} c GX. P 
will always be a maximal parabolic subgroup of G and T a maximal torus 
of G. The image in G of a maximal torus with admissible graph r (see [7]) 
will be denoted by T(T). It is easy to see that if G has a maximal torus T 
which is a CC subgroup then IG,J = I TJ for every r E rc( T) and then by [28, 
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Theorem 31 G has an odd CC subgroup. So by 4.2 for every maximal torus 
T of G there exists XE T# such that C,(x) I> T. Finally we write r, instead 
of r,(q). 
Now we are going to deal with each of the above mentioned families. 
(I) G zt A,(q), n 2 2. 
By [4], if A,(q)r G=AB, where A and B are proper subgroups of G, 
then either Z(A)= 1 or Z(B)= 1. By 3.2, G & As rA,(2). 
Let G z A,(q) be a counterexample and suppose first that n 2 7 for q = 2 
and n 2 5 for q = 3. Since n > 3 by 2.11 and the above, there exist r,, r, + 1 
with {r,,r,+,}ca(G). By [7] if r,+,Ex(T,) and r,,En(T,) for T,, T2 
maximal tori of G, then T, is a conjugate of T(A,) and T, is a conjugate of 
T(A,-,). So without loss of generality, we may assume that rn+, EZ(A) 
and then using 2.6, UE T(A,)cA. We resort to the proof of 2.10 in [20] 
and get that OP’(A)rA,-,(q”) for some Is=n+ 1 with s,l>l. Since 
1 = (n, n + l)= (n, Is) then by 2.7 r,,#x(A), so r,Ex(B). As before 
be T(A,-,)c B and Op’(B)gAj-,(qi) for some ji=n. 
Note that by 4.2 and [28], A,(3) & G & A,(p) with p a Mersenne 
prime. By the way, if XE GSA,(~) is of order 127 then C,(x) = (x) = 
T(A,), and if Gg’A,(2) with ~JE {4,5} and XEG is of order 31 then 
C,(x)= (x) = T(A,), so again by 4.2 G 2 A,(2) for 46n 66. 
First we will show that i= 1. 
Assume that i>l. Since n-122 and (n-l,n)=l then r,-l~~(A). 
Moreover if n is even, 1 = (n - 1, n + 1) = (n - 1, Is) and clearly n = 2k- 1. 
Clearly, s = 2 and I = k. 
Set t=k- 1 if 4<k is even; otherwise set t=k. Since JG,,I = Iq’-II:,> 
lq*‘- 1 Jr, = IA,,/ then r,ex(B). Since n = 2k- 1 using 2.11 we get a con- 
tradiction. 
So i= 1 and Op’(A) n O@(B) z A,-,(q”). Hence lAPI jBPl/lA n BI, = 
1/2~~/(r~l)~+n(n--l)-(l--l)(/-2)s]~ 1/2.n(n+l)-(s-1) 
iet a contradiction, so G 2 A,(J). 
< I G,) . Using 2.1 we again 
(II) G si B,(q), n22. 
Let Br B,(q) be a counterexample. By 3.2, G k B,(2)’ z A,, and by 4.2 
and [28], B,(3) & G 2 B,(q) for q odd and n E { 2,4}. If XE B,(2) is of 
order 7 (by [3] x+! C(8) for every involution @E B,(2)) then C(x) = 
(x) = T(A,) and if XE B,(2) is of order 17, C(x)= (x) = T(B,). For 
rz=2= p<q by [77] and [3], if T is a maximal torus with T# T(B2)g 
then (IT(B ITI)= 1 =(IT(B,)I, IC(@)l) for every involution @eB,(q). 
So by 4.2, na3, na5 if q<3, and if n=4 then p=2. 
Since rZne OF then we may assume that rZn E n(A) and, as in (I), 
a E T(B,) c A. Moreover there is a factorization Is = n such that either 
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(i) OP’(A) g *A,- ,(q’) with 1 odd or 
(ii) OP’(A) g *Dr(q”). Clearly r, $ n(A) for n odd and (A,1 6 
[q” - 1 II, < [q” - l( fR = IG,J for n even (for B,(2) we take 7 instead of r6). So 
r,, E n(B). Moreover if Op (A) & *D!(q”) with I even then G,” c B. Note that 
for n odd r,, E n(T) if and only if T is a conjugate of T(A,- I ), 
First we will show that OP.(A) z *D,(q). 
If not, r2(” - 1) $64 ). 
Assume first that B s P for some parabolic subgroup PC G. Since 
r2+ 1) E n(B) E x(P) then Op’(P)/Op(P) g B,_ ,(q). Since (P,J < (G,J then 
OP’(A)s *D,(q”) with I even. Clearly G = AB= AP and *D,- l(q’) z 
Hc An P. It follows that IA,.1 IB,“l/IAn PI,“= IB,“l < lG,“l, a contradic- 
tion. So b is semisimple. 
As before {r,,, r2cn _ ,,} E n(B); then ei th er G,” c B and so Op’(B) z D,(q) 
or IG,,I > (B,I and then OP’(A) E *D,(q”) with 1 even. In the last case p # 2 
and so 6<n=2k and either s>2 and then rZcne2)$x(A) or s=2 and 
r2+3j $ n(A). Since (n - 1, n-2)=1=(n-1, n-3) then OP’(B)z 
B,_ 1(q) as in the case B c P. So by the above, we get that OP’(B) E D,(q) 
and either (i) O”‘(A) n OP’(B) z 2A,-2(q”) or (ii) OP’(A) n OP’(B) 2 
B,-,(q”). Since ~~(1(1-1)s-(1--1)(1--2)s=s(Z-1)=I(I--1)s-(Z-1)*s, 
then lApI IBpl/lAnBIp=q”(“-‘)+“(‘-1)=q”2-“< IG,l. 
Thus OP’(A)g *D,(q). In particular la\ =2#p, by [3]. 
Again assume first that BE P for some parabolic subgroup P c G. 
So either Op’( P)/O,( P) E A,, _ 1(q) or n = 2k and Op’( P)/O,( P) 2 
Ai_ 1(q) Bnpi(q) with 1 <id k. In the last case if we take 
Ai-, *D,-,(q)z~GpnA we get that IA,,1 lB,,l/l~,,l = IBJ < IG+l. 
So Op’(P)/Op(P)zAA._,(q). In this case we choose HzA,_,(q) with 
HO,(P) c Op’(P). If (Z(B)), = 1 then (A n B)P= H, and so 
lApI IB,I/IA n BI, = qn2-’ < IG,I. Hence we may assume that bE G, and by 
2.1(c) (Z(B)),EO,(P)-D where D=O,(P)nA, IDI =q1’2’(“-‘L(nf2)and 
IO,(P)1 =qlDJ. Now we will show that O,(B)= O,(P). 
If not Z(B) n Z( Op( P)) = 1. By [21, 3, Table 1 ] O,(P) is nilpotent of 
class2; so Op(P)‘=Z(Op(P))=~(Op(P)). Using [18, 7.3.111 or [21, 
(4.2)], lO,(P)‘I =q”2’n(n-r’. Let YE B be of order r,,. By [9, 52.31, 
O,(P)/O,(P)‘=M=C,(y)x [(y),M]. By [18, 7.3.111 and 2.5(b), 
l#I[(Y),M]I=q”*bq”=IMI. Since l#Z(B) c C,(y) we get a con- 
tradiction. So O,(B) = O,(P); in particular Z(B) E Z(G,) and 
D = O,(B) n A. Furthermore for q 3 p* by [ 19, Lemma 23 ql l(b)NG(G~)( 
and (b ) NG(Gp) c Z(B) char B a P. Thus, O,(P) = Z(B) D (clearly also for 
q = p). Since H is the Levi factor of a parabolic subgroup of OP’(A) which 
normalizes D, so (HD(a), Z(O,(P))) GN,(D)L~ with P a parabolic 
subgroup of G. Now Z(B) c Z( GP) c C( O,(P)) c O,(p) then Z(B)” c 
Z(O,(P))U=Z(Op(~)). Then Z(B)“zC(Z(B)D)=C(O,(P))cO,(P)= 
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Z( B)D. Since 1 =Z(B)nD=((Z(B)nD)“)“~‘=(Z(B)“nD)”~’ then 
Z(B)D=O,(P)=Z(B)“D=(Z(B)D)“. Then UEP and G=AB=AP with 
a E Z(A) n P, in contradiction to 2.1 (c). 
We get that B @ P for every parabolic subgroup P E G. Since rn E rr(B) 
then Op’(B)?Dj(q’) for someji=n and Op’(B)nOP’(A)zL?-l(q’). So we 
obtain the same contradiction as in the case OP’(A)z 2D,(q”) and 
OP’(B) E D,,(q) by taking j, i instead of 1, s, respectively. We conclude that 
G* B,(q). 
(III) G g C,,(q), n 3 3. 
Let G g C,(q) be a counterexample. By (II), q is odd. 
As before, r,,En(G) and we assume that r2,,E x(A). So T(C,) c A and 
there is a factorization ls=n such that either 
(i) OP’(A) E ‘A,- ](q’) with I odd or 
(ii) OP’(A) 2 C,(q”) with x>l. In the first case 
{r2+ l)y r,} n x(A)= (21. If P is a parabolic subgroup of G such that 
r,(,-,,En(P) then Op’(P)/Op(P)rC,-,(q) and clearly IG,,l > IPJ. So b is 
semisimple and OP’(B) g 2A,- 1(q) where n = 2k = Is with I odd. Hence 
~26 and r2+2j#7c(A)uz(B). We get that Op’(A)zC,(qs) with s>l. 
Since q”>9 then by [21, (2, S)ii] and [S] a is an involution of Aut(G,) 
without representative in G. We conclude that G 2 C,,(q). 
(IV) G g D,,(q), n 3 4 
(a) G f D,,(q) with 5<n=2k+ 1. 
Assume that GE Dzk+ ,(q) and that r,, E n(A). As before we obtain that 
there is a factorization Is = n such that either (i)OP’(A)/O,(A) z A,- ,(q’) or 
(ii) OP’(A) s D,(q”) with s > 1. Note that n odd implies that (n, n - 2) = 1 = 
(n, n- 1). For G? D,(2) we have that r&x(A) and IG3) > IAjl, 
otherwise { rzcn ~ , ), r2~,~~2~} nn(A)=gT. So OP’(B)s’zD,~l(q). Since 
I&,,1 < IG,,.-,,I (for b(2) we take 7 instead of r6), then rcnp 1j E x(A). 
Hence s = 1 and so OP’(A)/O,(A) z A,_ ,(q). It follows that 
Op’(A)nOP’(B)g HD where D=O,iA)n B and Hz A,_,(q). If a is 
semisimple then lApl JB,I/IAn BI,=q” Pn-’ < IG,J. It follows that Z(A)E 
G,- B,,. As in case (II) we get that O,(A) = O,(P), where A c P is a 
maximal parabolic subgroup such that Op’(A)/Op(A) = Op’(P)/O,(P), so 
Z(A) E Z( GJ and O,(P) n B = O,(A) n B = D. Moreover NB( B,,) H z 
N,(D) and O,,(P) = Z(A) D. Again, as in (II) we obtain that N,(D) 2 
(Z(A), HD(b)) and Z(A)h~C(Z(A)D)~Op(A)=Z(A)D. So bsP, in 
contradiction to 2.1(c). So G & DZk+ ,(q). 
(b) G 2 D,,(q) with 4 d n = 2k. 
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Note first that if either x E D,(3) is of order 13, or if x E D,(2) is of order 
31 then (x) = C(x) is a maximal torus. If x~D,(2) is of order 7, by [3] 
x+! C(0) for every involution QED,(~), so (x) = C(x) = T(A,). Hence, if 
we assume that G % D&q) then, by 4.2, q > 4 for k = 2 and q 2 3 for k = 3. 
Assume that rzcn _~ i)E rc(A) so either 
(i) OP.(A) g *A,_ 1(q) or there is a factorization Is = n - 1 such that 
either, 
(ii) OP’(A) E 2A,_ I(qs), or 
(iii) OP’(A)? *D,(q”). So r+, 4 n(A). Moreover, if OP’(A) g 
‘D,-,(q) then also r2c,p2,#7t(A) and if Op’(A)z2Dne1(q) then 
IA,,1 < IG,J. Consequently either OP’(B)/Op(B) 2 D,- ,(q) or OP’(A) E 
*D,- 1(q), and OP’(B)/Op(B) E A,- 1(q). Set L = OP’(A) n OP’(B) and D = 
O,(B) n A. So in the last case L = HD with H % A,_ 3(q]. Otherwise one of 
the following holds: (i) HE *A,-,(q), or (ii) Hz *A,-,(q”) or (iii) 
HE B,-,(q”). It is easy to check that for b semisimple 
JA,J lBp,l/lA n BJ, < JG,I. If not Z(B) c G, - A,. As in (ii) and in (IV))(a) 
O,(E) = O,(P), where B c P is a maximal parabolic subgroup such that 
Op’( B)/O,( B) = Op’( P)/O,( P), so Z(B) c Z(G,) and D = A n O,(P). 
Moreover, O,(P) = Z(B) D and N,(A,)H=N,(D). So N,(D)2 
((a) HD, Z(B)) and Z(B)“r C(Z(B)D) s O,(P) x Z(B)D. Thus a E P, 
which contradicts 2.1 (c). So G $5 D,(q). 
(VI G * *A,(q), n 2 2. 
Let GE *A,(q) be a counterexample. By (II) G & B,(3) g 2A3(2) and 
*A,(2) is solvable. In the cases that XE ‘A4(2) is of order 11, XE *A,(2) is of 
order 13, XE 2A4(3) is of order 61, XE *A3(3) is of order 7 and XE *A,(2) is 
of order 43, then (x) = C(x) is a maximal torus. For q> 3 and 
XE *T(A,) c *A*(q) also C(x) = *T(A,). Then n 2 3, by [28] p = 3 <q for 
n < 5 and q # 2 for n E {6,7}. Now, as in (IV) we deal separately with the 
cases (a) n even and (b) n odd. 
(a) G & *A,(q), 4<n=2k. 
Assume that Gr *A,,(q) with k>2 and that r2(,,+ I)~x(A). Conse- 
quently, OP’(A)g *A,- ,(q”) for some s> 1 and Is=n+ 1. Set r=r, if k is 
even, otherwise set r = rk. Since r $ x(A) (r E n( T) only for TE 2T(A,- l)g 
so b is semisimple), there is a factorization ji = n = 2k such that either (i) 
OP’(B) E *Aj- l(qi) with i odd or (ii) OP’(B) r Ai- l(qi) with i even. If i # 1, 
since s> 3, n>,4 and (n-l, n+l)=l=(n-1,n) then rZcnplI$ 
z(A) u n(B). So i= 1 and 
lApI IB,I/IA n 4, = q 
OP’(A) n OP’(B) = 2A,77$@?.+ ,,-f=yy 
1/2’(sl(l-l)+(n-l)n~s(/-l)(l-2)) = 
4 
s 
Since s > 1 we get that G $ 2A2k(q). 
(b) G?&*A,(q), 3<n=2k-1. 
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Assume that Gr *A,(q) with G &*AJ2). Set r = rn+ 1 if k is even, 
otherwise r = rk. Since r E rc( T) only for T= ‘T(A,)“, then if r E X(A) there 
is a factorization Is =n + 1 such that either (i) OP’(A)s 2A,p,(qS) with 
1 <s odd or (ii) OP’(A)2 A,_ ,(q”) with s even. Since r2,,$n(A) then 
*T(A, _ ,) c B, so b is semisimple and Op’( B) z 2Aj- ,(qi) for some ji = n. 
By the above, if n = 3 then p = 2 <q, Op’(B) z *A,(q) and OP’(A) z A,(q*) 
(by [3] A ,(q*) is not involved in the centralizer of any involution of 
2A3(q)) then IA21 P21 = q3+2 <~G21,son>5.Assumethati>1 then9<n 
. Since 
;,p,;:$+p~ 
(n-2,n)=l=(n-1,n) then {r2cnp2J, 
encel=((n-l),(n-2))2s,acontradiction.Soi=l 
and either (i) OP’(A) n OP’(B) z 2A,_2(q”) or (ii) OP’(A) n OP’(B) = 
A,-,(q”). In both cases we get that lApI lB,l/lA n 4, = 
4 I/*‘(S/(/--l)+~(n--I)--S(/~I)(/-2))~ -4 1’2’n(n+1)--(s-‘)< IGpl. For 2A,(2), as 
before O*‘(B) E’ 2A4(2) and either 02’(A) z A,(22) or O*‘(A) E A,(23) (by 
[3]). So [al = 3 = JbJ but then B3 = G, and a E B, which contradicts 2.1(c). 
We conclude that G $ 2A,(q). 
(VI) G & ‘D,(q), n B 4. 
Assume that GE *D,,(q) and that r,,,en(A). Then there exists a fac- 
torization ls=n such that either (i) OP’(A) r 2D1(q”) with s> 1 or (ii) 
Of’(A) g *A,- ,(q’) with I odd. If n = 4 then by 4.2 and [28] either p = 2 or 
q= 3. In this case OP’(A)g 2D2(q2)z A,(q4) and so [al E~(Z(O~‘(A)) = 
(2, q4 + 1). Then /al = 2 and q = 3, but by [S] (34 + 1)/2 = 41$ rr(C(8)) for 
every involution 0 E *D,(3). So n > 5. 
Now assume that s> 1. Then {rnel, r2+,)} nn(A)=(ZI (for *D,(2) we 
take 7 instead of r6). Moreover if 3 6s then r2cn+2j$n(A) and if s= 2 
then r2c,p3j$z(A). So OP’(B)/qp(B)~2D,-,(q). Now A,-,=1 and 
B m-, = Grne,. So s= 1, thus Op (A) E ‘A,-,(q) and n is odd. Since 
{r21n--l)T k2 }nz(A)=@, th en again OP’(B)/Op(B) g 2D,p ,(q) and 
OP’(A) n OP’(B) = HD with Hr *Anp3(q) and D = O,(B) n OP’(A). If b is 
semisimple then I A,( I BP//IA n BI, = q 1/2’n(n-l)+(n-l)(n-2)-1/2’(n-3)(n-2)~ - 
4 ‘z-n- ‘. So Z(B) c G, - A, and B c P, with P a maximal parabolic sub- 
group such that Op’(P)/Op(P) z OP’(B)/Op(B). As in (II) we obtain that 
Z(B)GZ(G,), O,(P)=Z(B)D and N,(D)=iV,&D)H. So N,(D)? (Z(B), 
(a) HD ) and a E P in contradiction to 2.1(c). We conclude that 
G g ‘D,(q). 
(VII) G 2 E,(6). 
Assume that GzE,(q) and that r,,En(A). So T(E,(a,))c A and then 
2A6(q) e OP’(A) c *A,(q). Since r,#z(A) then r, E n(B). So T(A,) c B 
and then A,(q) e OP’(B) g A,(q). Since r18$x(A) ux(B) we get that 
G ?$ E,(q), and Theorem 1 holds. 
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